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Save Big on Your Automation Project
You may be eligible for a significant federal tax deduction

The latest tax break announcement by the US
government is perhaps what you’ve been
waiting for. This tax deduction applies to any
equipment companies purchase and put to use
by the end of 2022.

And of course, this includes automation
solutions such as collaborative robots!

With a potential of 100% tax deduction, the total
amount you save in taxes can exceed the
equipment payments you make! But Act Fast as
the equipment needs to be in production by the end of December 2022 to be eligible!

Learn more about Section 179 Tax Breaks!

2700 Series Medium Duty Conveyors
With heavier payload capacity designed for material
handling

Featuring an increased maximum width and a heavier
payload capacity, the 2700 Series Medium Duty
conveyor is designed for material handling, eCommerce,
and logistics applications.

The low-profile aluminum frame design allows this
conveyor to fit into smaller spaces while providing the
strength needed to convey heavier product up to 150 lbs.
V-guiding and precision belt tracking to eliminate belt
sway. Integrated motor inside conveyor creates clean
sides and maximizes belt coverage.

Widths from 10in-36in in 2 inch increments
Lengths from 2ft-18ft
Loads up to 150 lbs
Speeds up to 400ft/min

READ MORE

Increase Productivity with Human-Robot Collaboration
A truly industrial collaborative robot

Mitsubishi Electric’s ASSISTA is an industrial-grade robot that offers
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maximum safety and durability in applications where human operators
are present.
 
Cutting-edge servo technology allows ASSISTA to be compact and
slim, giving mechanical designers greater flexibility on where and how
the cobot can be used. Movements for the cobot can be taught and
recorded via a dedicated control panel on the cobot’s arm, doing away
with conventional teach pendants. Mitsubishi said this control panel and
programming interface enable even inexperienced users to set up the
system with ease.

READ MORE

Seamless Connectivity - Festo Electric Automation
Easy-to-use, just plug and work!

A perfect fit of controllers, servo drives and
mechanics – thanks to quick configuration with
positioning drives and commissioning with just
a few clicks with the Festo Automation Suite
 
With mechanical, electrical and intelligent
connectivity, this solution needs no external
drives or for the installation of a control cabinet,
because the Simplified Motion Series is
mounted directly in the machine.

There is no need for additional software – Just plug and work. The motion can be simply
controlled via digital I/O or IO-Link, like a pneumatic valve. Performance parameters can be set
directly on the drive.

READ MORE
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